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Introduction
Dislocations are linear defects that play a pivotal role in determining the mechanical 
properties of metals as the direct carriers of plasticity. As they move through the crys-
tal lattice, dislocations interact with one another and various microstructural features 
such as solutes, precipitates, and grain boundaries, determining the resultant strength 
of metallic materials [Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf 1989; Soboyejo 2002]. The addition of alloy-
ing elements to introduce second phase precipitates as obstacles to dislocation motion 
is one of the most commonly implemented methods to improve the strength and hard-
ness of structural alloys [Antion et al. 2003; Ardell et al. 1976; Gladman 1999; Kohler 
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Abstract
Stress-driven segregation at dislocations can lead to structural transitions between 
different linear complexion states. In this work, we examine how platelet array linear 
complexions affect dislocation motion and quantify the associated strengthening 
effect in Al-Cu alloys using atomistic simulations. The presence of platelet 
complexions leads to the faceting of the dislocations, with nanoscale segments 
climbing upwards along the platelet growth direction, resulting in a complex 
configuration that restricts subsequent dislocation motion. Upon deformation, the 
leading partial dislocation must climb down from the platelet complexions first, 
followed by a similar sequence at the trailing partial dislocation, in order to overcome 
the precipitates and commence plastic slip. The dislocation depinning mechanism of 
linear complexions is strikingly different from traditional precipitation-strengthened 
alloys, where dislocations overcome obstacles by either shearing through or looping 
around obstacles. The critical shear stress required to unpin dislocations from 
platelet complexions is found to be inversely proportional to precipitate spacing, 
which includes not just the open space (as observed in Orowan bowing) but also 
the region along the platelet particle where climb occurs. Thus, linear complexions 
provide a new way to modify dislocation structure directly and improve the 
mechanical properties of metal alloys.
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et al. 2004; Nie 2012]. The presence of supersaturated solid solutions in the grain inte-
rior can lead to the homogeneous nucleation of precipitates that significantly contribute 
to the strengthening of structural alloys [Liu et al. 2017a; Robson et al. 2003]. On the 
other hand, local variations in structure and stress state at crystalline defects can also 
attract alloying elements and drive the heterogeneous nucleation of precipitates [Feng 
et al. 2010; Medouni et al. 2021; Miller 2006]. The mechanical behavior of precipitation-
strengthened alloys is dependent on a variety of parameters such as the precipitate mor-
phology (shape, size, orientation, etc.), the nature of the precipitate/matrix interface, and 
the details associated with the dislocation-precipitate interactions [Adlakha et al. 2019; 
Ahmadi et al. 2014; Gerold and Haberkorn 1966].

In general, dislocations are observed to overcome second phase precipitates by a 
shearing mechanism if the precipitates are small and coherent with the matrix mate-
rial, while larger precipitates become incoherent and must be overcome by the Orowan 
looping mechanism [Ardell 1985; Hirsch 1957; Orowan 1948]. Guinier-Preston (GP) 
zones are often the precursors to precipitation that first form during the aging of Al-Cu 
alloys [Gerold 1988; Starink and Zahra 1997], hindering dislocation motion and thus 
increasing the macroscopic strength of the material [Hornbogen 2001]. The details of 
dislocation-precipitate interactions are typically determined by the misfit stresses and 
the difference in elastic modulus between the precipitate and the matrix [Takahashi and 
Ghoniem 2008]. For example, Singh and Warner [Singh and Warner 2010] observed 
a variety of mechanisms such as dislocation looping, shearing, cross-slip, and defect 
nucleation upon dislocation–GP zone interaction, finding significant variations in the 
shear stress required to overcome the precipitates that depended on the GP zone size, 
orientation, and offset from the dislocation glide plane. The stress required for an edge 
dislocation to move past a GP zone in Al-Cu also depends on the dislocation-precipi-
tate orientation such that the maximum stress is required when the GP zones lie at an 
angle of 60 degrees with the slip plane [Singh and Warner 2013; Singh et al. 2011]. Thus, 
these microstructural features significantly contribute to the strength and plasticity of Al 
alloys and demonstrate a rich variety of dislocation-obstacle interaction physics.

Linear complexions present an even more direct method to manipulate dislocations 
by altering their local structure and chemistry, opening up a new pathway to engineer 
defects and modify the mechanical behavior of metal alloys. Linear complexions are 
thermodynamically-stable, nanoscale phases that form upon heterogenous nucleation 
of precipitates at dislocations where the particles remain constricted to the high-stress 
regions near the defect. These features are structurally and/or chemically different from 
the matrix and were first reported by Kuzmina et al. [Kuzmina et al. 2015] in Fe-Mn, 
where local regions with face-centered cubic (FCC) structure and an austenite com-
position were observed only near the dislocations in the body-centered cubic matrix. 
The formation of linear complexions has also been reported variety of material systems 
such as irradiated low alloy reactor pressure vessel steels [Odette et al. 2021], sulfide ores 
[Fougerouse et al. 2021], and Pt-Au alloys [Zhou et al. 2021]. Linear complexions have 
been observed to lead to static strain aging in Fe-Mn steels [Kwiatkowski da Silva et al. 
2017] and also have been predicted to impart higher resistance to dislocation motion 
as compared to solid solution strengthening in FCC alloys [Singh et al. 2023]. The pres-
ence of linear complexions can alter the dislocation strain fields and has been reported 
to influence the morphology of spinodal precipitates at dislocations even with the global 
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composition outside the spinodal limit [Varma R. et al. 2023]. Categorized based on 
their effect on the dislocation core, three different types of linear complexions have 
been predicted to exist in FCC alloys [Turlo and Rupert 2020], with platelet array lin-
ear complexions restructuring the dislocation core due to their growth crystallography. 
The Al-Cu alloy system is predicted to contain such platelet linear complexions, with the 
particles being disk-shaped precipitates containing Cu atoms that grow along the dislo-
cation length and out of the slip plane. The local structure of platelet complexions is very 
similar to that of GP zones, which have been extensively observed during the aging of 
Al–Cu bulk alloys [Gornostyrev and Katsnelson 2015; Liu et al. 2017b; Ringer and Hono 
2000], making these linear complexions likely to restrict dislocation motion and improve 
alloy strength as well. The mechanisms by which dislocations overcome GP zones and 
the associated strengthening of Al-Cu alloys are very well understood, while the similar 
impact of platelet linear complexions has not been investigated to date.

In this work, we study the deformation mechanisms and strength scaling laws associ-
ated with platelet array linear complexions in Al-Cu alloys using atomistic simulations. 
Al-Cu models with linear complexions were first created, to isolate platelet-shaped pre-
cipitates at a single pair of Shockley partial dislocations. The platelet complexions are 
localized to the compressed regions near the dislocation, relaxing these stresses and 
driving the reorganization of the dislocation structure. The platelet complexions grow 
out of the slip plane, pushing the dislocation to vary its line direction and causing facet-
ing of the dislocations. The shifted dislocation segments primarily have edge character 
and locally climb along the growth direction of platelet complexions, creating a complex 
configuration that restricts dislocation motion. The mechanism by which dislocations 
overcome the platelet complexions is strikingly different from classical precipitation-
strengthened alloys, as the dislocations must climb downward and breakaway from the 
platelet complexions for plasticity to commence. The critical shear stress required for 
dislocation breakaway is significantly affected by the size and spacing of the platelet 
complexions and does not follow the classical Orowan strengthening equation. Overall, 
this work demonstrates that linear complexions provide a new pathway for the develop-
ment of high performance Al alloys with improved mechanical properties.

Computational methods
Linear complexion models were created with hybrid Monte Carlo (MC)/molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Paral-
lel Simulator (LAMMPS) code [Thompson et al. 2022], with a 1 fs integration time step 
for all MD simulation components. An embedded atom method potential for the Al-Cu 
system [Cheng et al. 2009] was used in this study that can reproduce important features 
of the bulk phase diagram, specifically the existence of the GP zones, other metastable 
intermetallic phases, and the stable secondary phases. This interatomic potential has 
also been successfully used to investigate linear complexions and grain boundary com-
plexions in previous studies [Hu and Rupert 2019; Singh et al. 2023; Turlo and Rupert 
2020]. We note that this interatomic potential underestimates the stacking fault energy 
of this material, leading to larger partial dislocation spacings than experimental observa-
tions. Atomic configurations were analyzed and visualized using the common neighbor 
analysis (CNA) [Faken and Jónsson 1994] and dislocation analysis (DXA) [Stukowski et 
al. 2012] methods within the open-source visualization tool OVITO [Stukowski 2009].
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First, a pure Al sample with two edge dislocations of opposite character was created, 
where each of the dislocations relaxed into Shockley partial dislocations with a stack-
ing fault between them upon equilibration at 250  K using a Nose-Hoover thermo/
barostat at zero pressure. The pure sample was then doped with 0.3 at% Cu at 250  K 
using the hybrid MC/MD method, leading to the nucleation of linear complexions in 
the form of platelet particles that grow out of the slip plane (additional details are pro-
vided in Ref. [Turlo and Rupert 2020]). The MC steps performed atom swaps in a vari-
ance-constrained semi-grand canonical ensemble [Sadigh et al. 2012] with MC switches 
occurring after every 100 MD steps, with the global composition fixed to 0.3 at% Cu 
by adjusting the chemical potential difference during the simulation. This typ of hybrid 
MC/ MC approach has been successfully used to examine the role of grain boundary 
character on solute segregation behavior and study its impact on the enhanced thermal 
stability of nanocrystalline Pt-Au alloys [Barr et al. 2021], as well as to determine the 
impact of local chemical ordering on dislocation activity [Chen et al. 2023] and study 
the enhanced radiation damage tolerance of high entropy alloys [Zhang et al. 2023]. The 
hybrid MD/MC simulations were implemented here as they allow a realistic configura-
tion of platelet complexions to be created through chemical and structural relaxation of 
the system. The resulting platelet linear complexions form due to the local stress field of 
the dislocation, without any assumptions or preconceived notions about what the plate-
lets may look like. To determine the linear complexion strengthening effect and associ-
ated deformation mechanisms, one of the partial dislocation pairs was isolated and all 
except one complexion precipitate per partial dislocation line were dissolved in order to 
obtain the model system shown in Fig. 1. The dissolution was accomplished by changing 
atom type from Cu to Al, followed by the equilibration of the isolated linear complexion 
sample at 250 K using a micro-canonical ensemble (NVE) for 100 ps. Figure 1(a) shows 
an isometric view of the equilibrated linear complexion sample with the X-axis oriented 
along the [110] direction (Burgers vector of a full dislocation), the Y-axis oriented along 
[111] direction (slip plane normal), and the Z-axis oriented along the [112] direction 
(dislocation line length). The simulation cell is oriented along the close-packed slip sys-
tem in FCC metals and the implemented geometry is similar to the simulation cells used 
in the literature [Adlakha et al. 2019; Singh and Warner 2010; Singh and Warner 2013] 
to simulate classical dislocation-obstacle interactions and their associated strengthening 
mechanisms. The FCC Al atoms have been removed for clarity in all images presented 
in this paper and the platelet complexions on the left and right partial dislocation are 
denoted as A and B, respectively. The simulation cell shown in Fig. 1 is approximately 
60 nm long (X-direction), 15 nm tall (Y-direction), and 10 nm thick (Z-direction), con-
taining ∼500,000 atoms, with non-periodic shrink-wrapped boundary condition pre-
scribed along the Y-direction and periodic boundary conditions along the X and Z 
directions. The thickness of the simulation cell in the Z-direction defines the platelet 
spacing (L), the distance between the centers of two identical platelet complexions along 
the dislocation line length. The L value is systematically increased from 10 to 40 nm by 
replicating the simulation cell along the periodic Z-direction (dislocation line length). 
In the larger simulation cells, only the original complexion precipitate pair was retained 
while all other complexion precipitates created by replication were dissolved by chang-
ing the atom type from Cu to Al, followed by the equilibration of the samples at 250 K 
for 100 ps using a micro-canonical ensemble (NVE). Figure 1(b) and (c) show the same 
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sample where L = 10 nm from different views along the dislocation line length and slip 
plane normal direction, respectively. Both the platelet complexions grow out of the slip 
plane at the partial dislocations and consist of a single atomic layer of Cu atoms at each 
of the partial dislocations while maintaining their platelet/disk shape after equilibration, 
consistent with previous structural simulations [Turlo and Rupert 2020].

The critical shear stress (τcrit.) required to move the partial dislocations away from 
the platelet linear complexions was investigated to understand mechanical properties. 
The top and bottom regions (∼0.5 nm) along the Y-direction were fixed and a constant 
shear stress was applied to the Y-axis face, along the X-direction. The samples were held 
under the applied shear stress for 100 ps while the dislocation positions were recorded 
to determine if dislocation motion occurred. The applied shear stress was systematically 
increased, starting with increments of 50 MPa, followed by smaller changes of 5 MPa, to 
obtain τcrit. corresponding to the minimum shear stress that resulted in the depinning of 
the dislocations from the platelet complexions and moved through the cells. Since the 

Fig. 1 (a) Isometric view of the Al-Cu linear complexion sample with L = 10 nm where platelet complexions (A and 
B) have nucleated at each of the partial dislocations, which are separated by a stacking fault. Views along (b) the 
dislocation line length and (c) the slip plane normal direction show the platelet complexions growing out of the 
slip plane at each of the partial dislocations. Atoms are colored according to their local atomic structure (HCP, other, 
or Cu), while all of the Al atoms with FCC crystal structure have been removed for clarity
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leading and trailing partial dislocations can move at different stress levels (and indeed 
they always did), both critical events were isolated for each simulation variation. Such 
stress controlled simulations have been commonly used in literature to measure the 
critical shear stress for dislocation motion and/or dislocation mobility as a function of 
applied stress as they provide sufficient time to reach the equilibrium state and do not 
introduce any new defects artificially [Krasnikov et al. 2020; Mishra et al. 2021; Yin et al. 
2021].

Results and discussion
First, we examine the platelet linear complexions themselves to understand their influ-
ence on the local stresses and structure of the dislocations. Figure 2(a) shows the distri-
bution of local hydrostatic stress in the pure Al sample with a pair of Shockley partial 
dislocations. The partial dislocations cause local stress concentrations with tensile 
stresses in the direction where the extra half-plane was removed (i.e., below the slip 
plane here) and compressive stresses occur in the other region (i.e., above the slip plane 
here), consistent with the previous studies [Soleymani et al. 2014]. Upon doping of the 
pure Al sample, the Cu atoms segregate to the compressive side of the partial disloca-
tions due to their low atomic volume as compared to Al and form the platelet linear 
complexions, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The formation of platelet linear complexions relaxes 
the compressive hydrostatic stresses, altering the stress field at the partial dislocations.

Fig. 2 Distribution of the local hydrostatic stress in (a) the pure Al sample containing Shockley partial dislocations 
and (b) at the platelet linear complexions in the Al-Cu sample. Segregation and complexion nucleation occurs at 
the compressed region above the slip plane
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The growth of platelet complexions out of the slip plane and in tilted directions neces-
sitates the identification of the orientation relationships between the dislocations and 
the platelet particles. Figure 3(a) shows the platelet linear complexion sample as viewed 
along the slip plane normal (Y-direction). The platelet complexions start growing at the 
partial dislocations and experience directional growth into another plane inclined at an 
angle from the original dislocation line. Both the platelets are oriented at an angle of 30° 
from the original dislocation line (view along the slip plane normal in Fig. 3(b) and at 
an angle of 54.5° with the slip plane (view along the local dislocation line, ?t , in Fig. 3(c), 
such that they appear as mirror images of one another. The growth crystallography of 
the platelet linear complexions is similar to that observed for GP zones in Al-Cu binary 
alloys, where the soft elastic response of Cu along the energetically favored direction 
promotes monolayer clustering of Cu atoms into plate-like regions [Stroev et al. 2018; 

Fig. 3 (a) View of the platelet array linear complexion sample with L = 10 nm, viewed normal to the slip plane 
where the original Shockley partial dislocation line directions are marked by dashed black lines. The orientation 
relationship of the platelet particles with respect to (b) the original dislocation line directions (Z-direction) and (c) 
the slip plane (X-direction). Both the platelet complexion precipitates have an identical orientation relationship 
with other defect structures in this system
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Wolverton 1999]. The orientation relationship between the dislocation slip plane and 
platelet complexions is also consistent with the dislocation-obstacle orientation that 
provided the maximum strengthening from GP zones [Singh and Warner 2013]. How-
ever, the platelet complexions differ from traditional GP zones in a number of important 
ways. For example, the platelet complexions are also inclined with respect to the disloca-
tion line length, a feature not observed for GP zones. In addition, platelet linear com-
plexions can be thicker in the out-of-plane direction near the dislocation line where they 
originate, as shown in Fig. 4.

The growth of two-dimensional platelets at the partial dislocations alters the original 
dislocation lines and leads to faceting, as shown in Fig. 5. Most obvious in Fig. 5(a) are 
the two relatively straight facet lengths where the partial dislocations intersect with the 
platelets, which is closely related to the overall size of each platelet particle and should 
be relevant to any measured strengthening effects, as this distance marks the region 
of defect-obstacle interaction. This interaction region between the dislocations and 
obstacles plays a critical role in determining the mechanism by which dislocations over-
come traditional precipitate obstacles [Adlakha et al. 2019; Nie and Muddle 1998]. The 
facet length of platelet particle A (hA) is 1.1 nm and that of the platelet particle B (hB) is 
3.9 nm. Figure 5(b) shows the platelet particles where the partial dislocation lines are col-
ored according to their dislocation character. Examination of the dislocation character 
shows that the locally faceted dislocation segments shift out of their glide planes along 
the platelet complexions and primarily have edge character. The dislocations remain in 
the original slip plane otherwise. In contrast, the dislocation segments away from the 
platelet particles have neither full edge nor full screw dislocation character. This change 
in the dislocation character is caused by the platelet complexion stress field that distorts 
the dislocation core and changes the way the dislocation interacts with the surround-
ing atoms. Such reorientation of edge dislocations to dislocations with mixed dislocation 
character in the vicinity of precipitates is consistent with other recent observations in 
bulk FCC alloys [Kioussis and Ghoniem 2010; Xu et al. 2019].

Fig. 4 Edge-on views of the platelet linear complexions with L = 20 nm showing the dislocation segments that 
have shifted out of their glide plane and primarily climbed along the platelet complexions. All the Al atoms are 
removed for clarity and Cu atoms are colored according to their position in the Y-direction. The dislocation lines 
are colored according to dislocation character, showing that a majority edge configuration, although some minor 
screw character persists
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The observation of faceted dislocation segments with edge character and the possibil-
ity that they are shifting out of their slip plane along platelet complexions highlights the 
importance of local dislocation structure. Figure 4 presents edge-on views of the platelet 
particles and the nearby partial dislocations, with the Cu atoms in the platelets colored 
according to their distance above the slip plane to highlight the atomic layers where dis-
location segments have climbed. The platelet complexions form coherent interfaces with 
the matrix along the (100) plane [Turlo and Rupert 2020], which is a non-dominant slip 
system in FCC crystals, thereby restricting dislocation cross-slip and promoting dislo-
cation climb along the precipitates. Finally, the relative line direction of the dislocation 
segments identified as screw and edge are orthogonal, as expected from fundamental 
dislocation theory, providing additional confirmation of a dislocation climb mechanism. 
At both particles, the Shockley partials have moved a few atomic layers upward along the 
platelet growth direction. The upward motion is more pronounced for platelet B, which 
is the bigger of the two particles in this system. In this figure, the dislocation line is again 
colored according to the dislocation character. The shifted dislocations predominantly 
have an edge character although some screw character remains, indicating a mixture of 
cross-slip and climb. We primarily focus on the climb component since this should be 
(1) the dominant behavior due to the majority edge character [Baker and Curtin 2016; 

Fig. 5 (a) The platelet linear complexion sample with L = 10 nm, viewed along the slip plane normal where facet-
ing of the dislocation line is obvious. The distance along which the dislocation facet interacts with the platelet can 
serve as a measure of its size, h. (b) Analysis of the dislocation shows that the faceted dislocation segments with 
edge character shifted out of their glide planes along the platelets
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Thomson and Balluffi 1962] and (2) the climb is generally a more rate-sensitive mecha-
nism [Vevecka-Priftaj et al. 2008]. A similar local climb mechanism has been observed 
in traditional precipitation-strengthened alloys, where dislocation segments were 
observed to shift onto the precipitate along the precipitate-matrix interface [Brown and 
Ham 1971; Clark et al. 2005; Krug and Dunand 2011]. In general, the platelet array linear 
complexions create a complex, non-planar configuration out of a once simple partial dis-
location pair.

Next, it is pertinent to understand how the dislocation moves away from this configu-
ration. Figure 6 shows the process of the partial dislocation climbing down and subse-
quently breaking away from platelet B during the deformation of the Al-Cu complexion 
sample with L = 20  nm at the critical shear stress. After loading is applied, the partial 
dislocation segment that had climbed begins to move downward, one atomic layer at a 
time. After 4 ps, the dislocation segment has climbed down by one atomic layer (view 
along the local dislocation line) while the dislocation line along the slip plane begins 
to bow around the platelet complexion (view along the slip plane normal), as shown in 
Fig. 6(a). The dislocation portion along the platelet complexion continues to climb down 
the atomic layers while the dislocation segment along the slip plane continues to bow 
as time progresses (Fig.  6(b) and (c). Eventually, the partial dislocation returns to the 
original slip plane and is able to begin breaking away from the platelet complexion in 
Fig. 6(d). Figure 6(e) and (f ) show where the segment that was originally stuck is finally 
all moving and when it has begun to straighten out, respectively. An identical mecha-
nism is observed for the partial dislocations that climb down and break away from plate-
let A. Although the dislocation bowing shape and mechanism look somewhat similar to 

Fig. 6 Analysis of the partial dislocation climbing down and then breaking away from platelet B in the Al-Cu 
complexion sample with L = 20 nm when the critical shear stress has been applied. All of the Al atoms have been 
removed for clarity and Cu atoms are colored according to their position in the Y-direction
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what occurs at traditional precipitates, the need for this layer-by-layer climb is unique 
to these platelet array linear complexions. Such a climb process should be sensitive to 
vacancy concentration and temperature, although these variables were not systemati-
cally investigated in this study. Additionally, the traditional mechanisms do not account 
for dislocation interaction with the precipitate interior and require a high density of pre-
cipitates oriented along the maximum strengthening direction to optimize dislocation-
precipitate interactions. However, such limitations do not exist for platelet array linear 
complexions that are equilibrium states localized to the dislocations, naturally oriented 
along the maximum strengthening direction, and maintain their shape and structure 
after dislocation breakaway. This is also strikingly different from dislocations overcom-
ing the precipitates by climbing into the bulk regions without interaction with the pre-
cipitates [Singh and Warner 2010; Xiang and Srolovitz 2006], as the dislocations climb 
along the precipitates in platelet array linear complexions and continuously interact with 
them while climbing down and breaking away.

Next, the critical shear stress values required for the partial dislocations to overcome 
the platelet linear complexions are extracted, in order to develop a strength scaling law. 
In the model system used in this study, the two platelet particles have very different sizes, 
which we hypothesize to strongly impact strength and which are described in terms of 
the facet length shown in Fig. 5. The symmetry of the simulation cell allows the shear 
stress to be applied in such a way that it drives dislocation motion in either the positive 
or negative X-direction, referred to as forward shear loading (τF) and reverse shear load-
ing (τF), respectively. The different loading configurations, as well as the different critical 
plastic events, are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) and (b) show the leading partial disloca-
tions breaking away from platelet B with hB = 3.9 nm during forward shear loading and 
platelet A with hA = 1.1 nm during reverse shear loading, respectively. In all cases, the 
leading partials move away first while the trailing partials remain pinned. In fact, higher 
applied shear stress levels are needed in all cases to drive the trailing partial way from 

Fig. 7 Critical dislocation breakaway events in an L = 20 nm sample loaded in both forward (left column) and 
reverse shear loading (right column). The leading partial dislocations are always the first to overcome the platelet 
obstacles, with (a) platelet B overcome first during forward shear loading and (b) platelet A overcome first during 
reverse shear loading. The trailing partial dislocations always follow and require higher applied shear stresses, with 
(c) platelet A overcome last during forward shear loading and (d) platelet B overcome last during reverse shear 
loading. All of the FCC atoms have been removed for clarity
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the platelets, as compared to the leading partials. While both events are interesting and 
will be discussed, it is important to remember that the partial pair would remain stuck 
at the obstacle pair until the trailing partial can break away, making the movement of the 
trailing partial event most relevant to plastic deformation. It is only at this point that the 
partial pair has fully released from the obstacle. Representative examples of motion of 
the trailing partials from the platelets are shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d). While the disloca-
tion line length was varied, an identical dislocation breakaway mechanism was observed 
for all iterations.

Finally, Fig.  8 compiles all of the measured values for τcrit. for the breakaway of the 
leading and trailing partial dislocations during both the forward and reverse shear load-
ing conditions, with the data shown as a function of L. This figure clearly shows that 
there are two distinct populations of values for either leading or partial dislocation 
motion. That is, one direction is significantly stronger than the other for a given mecha-
nism. For example, for leading partial dislocation breakaway, the critical shear stresses 
are higher for the forward loading conditions (Fig. 8(a)). Referencing the configurations 
shown in Fig. 7, one can see that this is the case because the partial dislocation has to 
overcome the larger platelet B when loaded in this direction. Following the same logic, 
the motion of the trailing partial is more difficult during reverse shear loading because, 
again, the critical event is overcoming the obstacle that is platelet B. The increased dif-
ficulty of climbing downward for a larger distance therefore manifests as a noticeably 
stronger obstacle. The data in Fig.  8 can be described using a modified strengthening 
law:

τcrit. = βsize • Gb

L
 (1)

where βsize  is a pre-factor associated with the platelet size, G is the shear modulus of 
the crystal through which the dislocation moves, b is the Burgers vector, and L is the 
platelet spacing. Equation  1 resembles the Orowan equation [Bacon et al. 1973] but 
varies in a number of important ways. For example, the classical Orowan equation 
scales with (L– 2r), where r is the radius of a spherical particle. This means that only 
the open space between obstacles matters since this is the region through which bow-
ing can occur, while the actual size of the particle plays no role. For the platelet array 

Fig. 8 The critical shear stress (τcrit.) required for (a) leading and (b) trailing partial dislocation breakaway from 
platelet array linear complexions, presented as a function of platelet spacing
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linear complexions, the distance along the obstacle contributes as well, since this length 
also bows (see Fig. 6(e). Equation 1 also has a pre-factor which directly accounts for the 
particle size and its effect on the dislocation moving out of the original slip plane. More 
movement and a stronger strengthening effect occur for the larger platelet, suggesting 
that this pre-factor should increase as platelet size increases. Figure 8(a) and (b) show 
that Eq. 1 fits the data well, with the best fit found for the more important dataset in 
Fig. 8(b) associated with the critical event for plastic flow. Matching physical intuition, 
βsize  is indeed larger whenever it is associated with a partial breaking away from the 
larger platelet B.

Summary and conclusions
In this work, the influence of platelet array linear complexions on dislocation motion 
was examined to understand critical deformation mechanisms and the strengthening 
effect of these features. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

  • In Al-Cu, platelet linear complexions are localized to the compressive stress regions 
near the dislocations, reducing this stress field as the new structure nucleates.

  • Platelet linear complexions grow out of the slip plane and can cause faceting of the 
dislocation lines. The faceted segments along the obstacles primarily have edge 
character, whereas the dislocation segments away from the platelet complexions have 
more evenly mixed edge and screw dislocation character.

  • The Shockley partial dislocations remain in the slip plane along most of the line 
length, except where they shift out of their glide plane along the platelet particles. 
These segments climb a few atomic layers along the platelet complexions, resulting 
in a complex configuration that is able to efficiently restrict subsequent dislocation 
motion.

  • The partial dislocations must climb downwards to reach the original slip plane 
before they can move past the platelet obstacles. Thus, the mechanism by which 
dislocations overcome platelet linear complexions is strikingly different from 
traditional precipitation-strengthened alloys where dislocations overcome the 
obstacles by shearing, looping, or a combination of the two mechanisms.

  • The critical shear stress required for dislocation breakaway is inversely proportional 
to platelet complexion spacing and strongly affected by the size of the platelet 
particles. Rather than only considering the open gaps as the Orowan equation does, 
the total distance along the dislocation line must be considered as the facet touching 
the platelet participates in plasticity.

Overall, this work provides a new understanding of the effect of platelet array linear 
complexions and their effect on the mechanical behavior of metal alloys. The disloca-
tion restructuring due to the nucleation of platelet complexions and the observed dis-
location climb along the precipitates provide new obstacles to dislocation motion, thus 
strengthening the material. The presence of dislocation climb along the platelet com-
plexions may also increase the temperature dependence, strain rate sensitivity, and 
strain hardening behavior of these alloys, as dislocation climb is an extremely rate sensi-
tive deformation mechanism and movement out of the original glide plane can increase 
dislocation-dislocation interactions. Platelet linear complexions should be an additional 
tool for increasing the strength of Al alloys under high strain rate conditions, as well as 
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for manipulating strain hardening rates and the evolution of dislocation density during 
plastic deformation. In the future, it will also be important to seek experimental verifica-
tion of the mechanisms by which dislocations overcome the platelet complexions and 
also analyze the impact of precipitate morphology on strengthening derived from plate-
let linear complexions. These linear complexions can provide efficient strengthening for 
Al-Cu alloys and offer future opportunities for defect engineering in light metal alloys, 
opening up even broader possibilities.
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